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Executive summary
In COPERNICO, a novel approach was adopted which looked at all factors of the production system in a
holistic manner (machines, humans, environment) and modelled the interactions. We believe that it is only
possible to design a virtual manufacturing process by developing a detailed understanding of the system at
all levels. COPERNICO was directed at generic issues spanning the interests of all our industrial partners
and indeed common to all factories. The problems include optimizing capacity, removing bottlenecks and
scheduling. The preplanning stage is an ideal time in the life-cycle of the plant to include human and
environmental concerns, safety factors and work-place satisfaction metrics. There were five technical work
streams, and one each for demonstration, dissemination and project management. The first technical stream
developed a classification system based on ‘cladistics’ which itself is based on evolutionary relationships.
Cladistics places emphasis on objective, quantitative analysis and can be used to generate cladograms that
represent the evolutionary tree of life. To develop the cladograms it was necessary to identify a range of
characteristics, which can be used to describe a company. These included technologies (processes) used,
systems used (cells, flow layout, batch, one off), and the type of management systems used. Five hundred
manufacturing systems from across the EU were studied.
The challenge of introducing modelling tools to SMEs was a major part of making the COPERNICO system
applicable to European companies. COPERNICO identified the relevant and leading commercially off-theshelf (COTS) modelling tools that are currently available, determined their capability with respect to
COPERNICO requirements, and evaluated them for use with the families of manufacturing organisations in
the cladogram. The main result of this is the Modelling Tools Recommendation Tool (MTRT), which
comprises: i) the Modelling Tool Explorer to visualise the relevant tools linked to the cladogram; ii) the
Factory Recipe Tool, which provides detailed information on which COPERNICO tools to use.
The aim of the COPERNICO system was to have an integrated software environment for modelling and
virtual prototyping. This was guided by the following objectives: i) Development of lightweight tools as a
backbone for SME virtual factory design; ii) Interface with existing factory planning tools; iii) Have a
common decision making framework across whole virtual factory development process; and, iv) Multivendor engineering tool deployment into the logic sequence of the COPERNICO toolbox (best for a purpose
tools). The following key technologies were applied: i) Use of semantic models and architecture; ii) Interface
with the advisor system to streamline the development process by using predefined process and factory
layouts; and iii) Development of a set of lightweight distributed tools. Models and methods were also
developed to enable the convergence of meaning across the whole virtual factory development cycle. This
was achieved through a common high-level language, which acted as the communication backbone between
the tools in the COPERNICO toolbox and the external expert tools for more detailed analysis. User
requirements were linked to the cladogram. This was associated with process maps and resource
requirements, which established a clear set of factory requirements for the configuration of appropriate
solutions, i.e., a high level integrated Product-Process-Equipment Ontology.
The web-based diagnostic tool guides the interaction of end-users with relevant parts of the COPERNICO
software system. The web-based access to the COPERNICO world informs and attracts end users to interact
with the methods and people behind COPERNICO. The system is aimed at people currently: i) Facing
problems in the domain of factory planning or operation; ii) Planning to work in this field; iii) Wanting to get
a broad overview about tools available in this area; and/or, iv) Looking for consultancy in a certain topic.
The COPERNICO system and toolbox have been demonstrated, evaluated and disseminated using three
industrial studies (showcases). The full showcase studies were carried out in two SMEs, Footprint Sheffield
and Temco, and one large company, Electrolux, in order to demonstrate the application of techniques for a
range of companies. The results were very promising. Temco moved production for six parts from the Far
East back to Europe to reduce costs and improve efficiency. Footprint gained 500 productive hours a year
which they can use to introduce new products and Electrolux have introduced discrete event simulation in
other areas of their factory as a result of the increase throughput and reduced part travel times.
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Summary description of project context and objectives
The manufacturing industry currently accounts for a quarter of the European economy and employs 45
million people. The European manufacturing industries account for approximately 20% of total employment
and a turnover of €4,600 billion. In addition to direct employment, with many highly qualified jobs,
manufacturing industry supports jobs throughout the supply chain and generates growth in the service sector.
European manufacturing is under continued threat from the East. Although generally termed low wage
economies this gives a false indication of the threat. Although the East does have low-cost labour economies
it also has highly automated factories and there is considerable investment in new capital equipment. To
maintain the current level of manufacturing in Europe it will be necessary to focus on high value, low
volume products. This will require highly flexible and easily modified manufacturing systems and facilities.
Factory layout and supporting systems will need to be optimized quickly as production runs will be shorter
and there will not be time to optimize as the facilities are commissioned.
The main objective of COPERNICO (www.copernico.co) was to create a virtual factory populated with
integrated models of organisations, processes and systems. This should be made available to companies
through a web-based portal and be applicable to the majority of European manufacturing organisations
through the use of a novel classification system. The challenge of COPERNICO was to reduce the initial trial
production stage and move to full manufacturing capacity as quickly as possible. Thus, COPERNICO had
the following set of high-level objectives:
1) Develop integrated models of organisations, processes and systems in a virtual environment;
2) Develop a classification system that encapsulates and represents all manufacturing organisations in
the EU, including SMEs, and enables them to be described using a limited number of modules,
which can be linked to provide a realistic model of all aspects of the organisation;
3) Make systems tools and techniques available for short periods of time at acceptable cost using webenabled access.
These three headline objectives were redefined in-terms of SMART objectives (Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant and Time related):
1) Develop a modelling tool capable of developing integrated virtual models of manufacturing
organisations, applicable to all types of manufacturing organisations, and demonstrate in one
research facility and two case study organisations (two SMEs and one large company) by month 48;
2) Develop a new classification system capable of describing the organisation including market,
systems and processes applicable to all manufacturing organisations and demonstrate in one research
facility and two case study organisations (two SME and one large company);
3) Develop a web-enabled system to use the classification system and integrated virtual modelling tool
and demonstrate in one case study organisation (SME).
To achieve these COPERNICO:
1) Identified and merged a range of mathematical, physical, data driven and knowledge based models
with soft data such as worker and environmental considerations to create hybrid forms and create a
tool to predict the behaviour of production processes and overall factory environments;
2) Utilised where possible existing and applicable modelling tools;
3) Enhanced existing modelling tools or developed new ones;
4) Used the models to develop optimum processing routes;
5) Developed novel experimental methodologies to validate the models in a research facility;
6) Built upwards from tools to machine tools to cells and factories in a virtual environment to validate
the optimum production process using case studies and producing an integrated modular system;
7) Provided the decision maker with the modelling tools required to evaluate options and make the
correct management decisions.
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A number of research indicators were identified to quantify progress beyond ‘the state of the art’:
1) A classification system based on cladistics that enables manufacturing SMEs to be categorised in
relation to their state and modelling requirements.
2) A set of virtual modelling tools which interface with a number of existing systems and mediums.
3) The ability for users to interact through virtual reality.
Virtual reality systems are categorized as one of three main types: non-immersive (desktop), semi-immersive
(projection systems) and fully immersive. There are a vast number of virtual reality modelling systems on the
market, which can be used to develop VR sub system models or to model a specific item of equipment
(robot). Commercial systems are available which allow the positioning of various machines on a factory
floor, but these systems are still not integrated with VR. Designing the factory layout in VR would enable the
engineer to walk through the facility (either in the virtual facility or through augmented reality operations)
and improve/debug plans before implementation. The advanced VR environments would enable people to
mimic the motions of the production staff and evaluate the layout for ergonomics, reach, access, safety, etc.
The VR system will model complete cells and plants and will include:
Process planning in customized manufacturing: this is made more complex by the need for the
system to respond to changes in customer requirements. Process plans need to respond to these
changes and can be simulated using VR software. The capability of a VR system to model and
simulate at different levels of detail allows management to assess process plans, assembly sequences,
operation sequences and time and motion studies.
Operational aspects including loading and unloading work pieces, machine operation, CNC program
execution, and other operations: these can be verified and viewed before the machining instructions
are initiated. Machining time and operation studies can be performed, allowing detailed assessment of
tools for wear and optimum tool selection
Control of manufacturing facilities including running and operating a customized manufacturing
facility: this is a complex task due to the very large number of parameters involved. As tasks change
frequently, operators are unable to learn or be trained to carry out tasks routinely. VR can help
significantly in operation and maintenance of customized facilities. Using VR, the operating staff can
receive on-line and off-line training and real-time instructions, and can be guided through new tasks.
Tele-presence: Using VR technology and tele-presence, experts can be used to assist staff to carry out
tasks. This could be particularly useful for assembly operations where (for example) aero-engines may
be disassembled in repair and maintenance facilities with expert assistance from the OEM.
Tele-operation: Tele-presence can be extended to tele-operation, when the system is not only
observed, but controlled from the remote location.
Man-machine interaction: In highly automated systems humans and robots are not allowed in the
same location. Using VR it will be possible to operate robots and automated systems from remote and
safe locations. This can be achieved by linking the virtual factory to the real factory using sensors and
controls.
In other areas VR is not the appropriate medium and either a computer based or web based diagnostic tool
will be used. This is particularly relevant to decision support tools and the use of the classification system.
The approach adopted was to integrate knowledge and techniques from different engineering disciplines and
merge experimental and modelling work to create a better understanding of the production process. We used
hybrid modelling to fuse physical models and tacit knowledge to form integrated models capable of
accurately predicting and interpolating the physical and data driven models. To fully encompass the whole
factory, six distinct themes were modelled, simulated and validated, before being linked in the over-arching
modular software system. The system developed followed the three sub-system model of a manufacturing
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facility:
The physical sub-system: This comprises the resources and processes. Many of the tools required for
modelling at the physical system level were already available but not integrated. These tools
include process modellers, plant simulations, etc.
The information sub-system: This provides the information on which decisions are made. There are
already a large number of information modelling tools available such as SSDS, GRAI, etc., and
these needed to be integrated with the physical modelling tools to provide the relevant
information to the decision makers.
The decision sub-system: This is the position within the hierarchy of the organisation where
decisions are made. It was important and relevant to differentiate between a decision and an
activity. If information is collated and an outcome results automatically (i.e., a reorder level is
reached and a reorder quantity is ordered) this is an activity. A decision only occurs when the
decision maker has discretion.
Modelling tools are only relevant to decisions as they assist the decision maker to evaluate the options and
use discretion to make the correct decisions. COPERNICO had 8 work packages:
WP1: Definition of organisation: the aim of this WP was to develop the organisation classification
system up to the point where it can be used to classify and position an organisation relative to
other organisations in its sector.
WP2: Identify modelling tools: the aim of this WP was to identify all the relevant tools available and
determine their capability with respect to the needs of COPERNICO. This was achieved with
reference to the cladograms developed in WP1 and the industrial need identified. Where
possible the needs of SMEs were considered and low cost options were adopted.
WP3: Produce new software: where existing software cannot be adopted or modified new software
modelling tools were specified and developed.
WP4: Build virtual environment: the work carried out in WPs 1, 2 and 3 was done in the physical
environment. The aim of COPERNICO was to transfer this to the virtual environment. This was
achieved in WP4.
WP5: Web based diagnostic tool: this WP was closely related to WP4 but translated to a web-based
version that will provide short-term access to SMEs.
WP6: Case study evaluation: In this WP, the integrated modelling tools and the web based tools were
evaluated in industrial case studies. The initial evaluation was carried out in a laboratory
environment but was extended to include both SMEs and large organisations.
WP7: Project management: A complete WP was dedicated to project management. This included the
day-to-day operation of the project through to management and reporting.
WP8: Dissemination and training: this WP covered activities such as publications and seminars,
workshops and the public website.
The main beneficiaries of this research project were the COPERNICO industrial partners who had the ability
to make modifications and reduce the amount of validation and certification required, the ability to develop
new production procedures for new components quickly, to ramp up production so as to maximize market
share and return on investment and the ability to modify existing machining processes without expensive
revalidation and certification. Other companies in the supply chain also benefited through direct involvement
with the knowledge partners or through the use of production process guides produced.
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Description of the main S&T results/foreground
Definition of Organisation
As the vast majority of companies in the European manufacturing sector are SMEs, who operate across a
variety of industrial sectors and use a wide variety of manufacturing systems and technologies, the first
problem that was tackled was to make the COPERNICO system applicable to these wide-ranging and diverse
organisations. To address this, COPERNICO developed a classification system based on ‘cladistics’ and
based on evolutionary relationships. Cladistics places emphasis on objective, quantitative analysis and can be
used to generate cladograms that represent the evolutionary tree of life. To develop the cladograms it was
necessary to identify a range of characteristics, which can be used to describe or specify a company. This
included characteristics such as technologies (processes) used, systems used (cells, flow layout, batch, one
off), and the type of management systems used. A combination of field visits, interviews and questionnaires
were used to identify these characteristics over a wide range of companies from different sectors of industry.
Five hundred manufacturing systems from throughout the EU were studied. When all the various
characteristics had been identified, manufacturing systems were analysed and grouped.
The first task identified all the relevant character states that could be used to define a manufacturing
company and produce a conceptual cladogram. Different organisational structures and practices were
identified during a literature review. The structures and practices covered all aspects of the operation and
management of the manufacturing organisation. Although a large number of structures and practices were
identified (over 800) they were grouped into a relatively low number of industrial forms (53). These were
identified and labelled. The individual practices and structures are termed character states and the
identification of these states was based on literature research on manufacturing companies in general and
more specifically on manufacturing SMEs. In addition, computer historical accounts of production systems,
company evolution, learning, knowledge and change were examined from the literature, interviews and
company archives. These characters and character states were reviewed further to identify the relative
importance of the character states and their relationship to potential models and modelling tools: i.e. they
may be important in the definition of the company but may not influence the definition and specification of
modelling tools. It was also necessary at that time to link the character states to useful modelling tools (i.e.,
forms of layout could be linked to a variety of simulation tools such as Lanner Witness and Rockwell
Arena).
Data was collected from 500 manufacturing systems as the basis for the first generation factual cladistic and
hierarchical classification. The conceptual work was re-classified with 53 manufacturing systems identified
each of which represented by between 3-40 specimens. These 53 species were described by 13 characters
and a total of 85 states and led to a detailed account of manufacturing system evolution. Alternative
cladograms were considered for the final cladogram. Two candidate cladograms stood out from the rest of
the alternatives (which had too many inconsistencies (and too large a tree-length) and explained most of the
character state changes in a consistent and coherent way. One alternative favoured grouping all fully
automated systems together and then all manual systems together. The other alternative grouped on the basis
of product mix and order capability. This second alternative had a slightly shorter tree-length and no
inconsistencies, and based on this was selected for the factual cladogram. The 53 species were then ordered
into 15 genera under 6 families, 3 orders and one class of discrete manufacture (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: First generation factual classifications
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Identifying Modelling Tools
A part of making the COPERNICO system applicable to European SMEs, was the challenge to introduce
modelling tools to SMEs. Most SMEs do not make use of advanced modelling particularly for factory
design, simulation and planning and rely typically of 2D drawings and cardboard cut-outs. To address this,
COPERNICO identified all the relevant and leading COTS modelling tools that are currently available,
determined their capability with respect to the needs of COPERNICO, and evaluated them in terms of the
families of manufacturing organisations in the cladogram. This was achieved with reference to both the
cladograms developed and the industrial needs identified. The main result was the Modelling Tools
Recommendation Tool (MTRT), which comprises of two tools – the Modelling Tool Explorer - a lightweight
software tool to visualise the relevant tools linked to the manufacturing organisations identified in the
cladogram (see Figure 2) and the Factory Recipe Tool (see Figure 3), which automatically provides detailed
information about which COPERNICO tools to use to improve the existing manufacturing system or to move
to a different manufacturing organisation type.
This work involved five activities, which were split into two main branches. The first one looked at the
identification of the available modelling tools and their capabilities according to an appropriate
classification. The modelling tools used by our industrial end-users and the tools they use within the
COPERNICO project were specifically examined. Branch 2 looked at the identified families in the
cladogram. First of all, the modelling tool requirements of these families were evaluated without looking at
existing modelling tools at all. Secondly, the existing modelling tools identified were related to the
cladogram. The final result was a matrix implemented in a lightweight software tool that links the modelling
tools to the families in the cladogram (the Modelling Tools Recommendation Tool). The final activity was to
compare branch 1 with branch 2. With the overview of modelling tools and the requirements of the species in
the cladogram, missing modelling tools capabilities could be identified. Certain modelling requirements of
the families in the cladogram were not covered by any of the identified modelling tools. The identification
and specification of missing tools was the final step to complete the work. With that, the cladogram covered
all species and modelling tools.

Figure 2: The Modelling Tool Explorer
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Figure 3: The Factory Recipe Tool

Produce New Software
The aim of the COPERNICO system was to have an integrated software environment for modelling and
virtual prototyping. This was guided by the following objectives: i) Development of lightweight tools as
backbone for SME virtual factory design; ii) Interface with existing factory planning tools; iii) Common
decision making framework across whole virtual factory development process; and, iv) Multi-vendor
engineering tool deployment into the logic sequence of the COPERNICO toolbox (best for a purpose tools).
The following key technologies were applied: i) Use of semantic models and architecture; ii) Interface with
the advisor system to streamline the development process by utilising predefined process and factory layouts;
and iii) Development of a set of lightweight distributed tools which can be used by people with limited
experience to overview the whole virtual factory planning process.
The first step was to produce a software tools requirements specification. The requirements specification was
verified by the industrial partners and used to develop the general architecture for the COPERNICO software
environment. The general architecture was developed with a view of maximum utilisation of standard
components and COTS. The requirements specification and general architecture was used to guide the
downstream software tool development. The requirements were grouped into the following categories
according to the specific factory design and software engineering areas: Requirements engineering; Resource
planning; Layout design; 3D immersive visualisation; Simulation and analysis; Optimisation; Deployment
planning; Web-based portal for business diagnosis and remote tool access; Data and knowledge
management; and, Software integration. This second step focused on the development and integration of
requirement engineering tools, a modelling tool recommendation tool, resource planning tools, and layout
planning tools. The requirements engineering tools developed are based on the cladistics classification and
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semantic models. Comprehensive product, process and equipment glossaries and taxonomies were developed
to achieve the highest level of requirements integrity and clarity across the whole factory design process.
Two requirements engineering tools were developed: a general cladistics based requirements capture tool
and a detailed requirement capture tool. The general cladistics based requirement capture tool helps the user
to analyse and classify their manufacturing system based on the cladistics methodology. The detailed
requirement engineering tool helps the user choose the right COPERNICO modelling tools to be used for
given factory design problems and will support the most important input data capturing process. For that the
factory design tasks will be classified and ranked. The selection and integration of suitable equipment
resources into a factory layout is one of the key tasks during the design or adaptation of a factory. Currently
available tools are either very detailed or too simplistic. New tools were developed to bridge the existing gap
between high level over simplistic tools and lower level, effort intensive and detailed planning tools. This
makes a wider set of essential functions available to SMEs while maintaining an acceptable level of effort
and expertise required. Figure 4 shows the software architecture of the COPERNICO system. It contains the
web server, Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), the semantic engine, the lightweight tools, several commercial of
the shelf (COTS) tools, and several databases. The purpose of the web based graphical user interface (GUI)
is to give users access to parts of the COPERNICO system. Basic functionalities for outline analysis of
selected business cases as well as access to more sophisticated developments within COPERNICO are given
by the web frontend (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: COPERNICO Software Architecture

The Cladistics Driven General Requirements Capture Tool (Figure 5) includes a ‘speed read’ or quick
identification method for current and proposed manufacturing systems and products extended to ‘varieties’
of the selected species; a detailed profiling system; an alternative method to explore potential ‘to-be’
manufacturing systems and their varieties and a general cladistics system data capture.
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Figure 5: Cladistic Driven General Requirements Capture Tool

For the COPERNICO component library, 3D models of factory components, such as workstations, machine
tools, material handling equipment, etc., were created in Visual Components and the database of component
properties were created within Microsoft Access. A MySQL version of the components database was created
and which populated the central database. Three component selection tools were developed to search the
databases and select the required components for further layout design: a tool with a special GUI for
selecting workstations, a tool with special GUI for selecting robots, and a tool with special GUI for selecting
conveyors. These tools are able to query the local MS Access database or the central MySQL database. An
ActiveMQ based data access function was developed, which the central database can be reached by the
component selection tools via the ESB. The component library was integrated to the 3D layout configurators.
The 3D layout configurator software tools were implemented within Visual Components 3DCreate using the
C# programming language and COM interface. The Lightweight version of the 3D layout configurator has
also been developed that can run without Visual Components. The software tools help the user to rapidly
build up the 3D models of manufacturing systems and analyse them. Within the configurators the user can
define the following data as input: production process (e.g. type and order of operations), type of production
equipment, type of material handling systems (e.g. robots, conveyors), type and sub-type of layout, and some
spatial constraints (e.g. distance between machines, spatial arrangement). The configurators are able to create
the 3D model of the manufacturing systems based on the selection of an appropriate layout template. The
layout templates are defined based on the species identified with a cladistic classification system. Several
layout sub-types were also identified and implemented into the configurators. Based on the selected layout
template and the defined production process the appropriate elements of the manufacturing system can be
selected by the user from the component library using the component selection tools presented above. Seven
configurators were developed: Unidirectional robot line configurator; Robot centred cell configurator;
Workshop/Jobshop configurator; Robotic cell configurator; Conveyor configurator; Rotary indexer
configurator; and Factory building configurator. Two analysis tools were developed to evaluate the created
3D models of manufacturing systems: a collision elimination tool and a robot programming tool. Figure 6
shows the use of the robot centred cell layout configurator.
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Figure 6: 3D Layout Configurators within Visual Components

In addition, an application was developed to automatically create a simplified quasi-volumetric point cloud
model from a big point cloud (Figure 7). This application reads the point cloud data and creates a simplified
3D model that can be used, e.g., for collision detection. A special GUI was developed for this application. A
layout bill of materials (BOM) was developed, based on XML format, and contains all the information
necessary to create the 3D models of a layout within Visual Components as well as within Visionary Render.
This information includes: name and position of components, and other data. An XML export and import
method was developed that can realise the interfacing mechanisms using the XML layout BOM data. A
solution was reached to interconnect several COPERNICO software tools – ActiveMQ running inside the
ESB. The interconnection of the 3D layout configurator and Visionary Render was implemented using
ActiveMQ clients in C#. Based on this, the connection was implemented and realised a data exchange by
sending XML messages. Thus, a layout created in the 3D layout configurator can be exported into a layout
BOM, which can be sent to Visionary Render where the layout can be created by retrieving the appropriate
3D models from the COPERNICO component library.

Figure 7: Creation of simplified quasi-volumetric point cloud model from a big point cloud
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A lightweight version of the 3D configurators was also developed which runs without Visual Components
and is able to create the XML layout BOM without creating the complete 3D model of the layout. This
layout can then be visualised either in Visual Components or Visionary Render. In order to calculate the
right position and orientation without using the 3D models of the components being in a layout, basic
geometric dimensions were also added to the properties of the components in the databases. This lightweight
version of the 3D configurators was made available on the COPERNICO website as a downloadable.
The third task focused on the development and integration of 3D immersive visualisation tools, discrete
event simulation (DES) tools, reliability and maintainability (R&M) and life cycle costing (LCC) tools, and
deployment planning tools.
Virtual reality (VR) systems are often proposed for the planning of virtual factories. The key disadvantage
today is their required modelling effort and costly displaying equipment. This technology is nearly
exclusively used by large enterprises and some research institutions. It has, however, not found its way into
wider use and most if any SMEs will not have access to such facilities. Lower entry 3D visualisation
techniques have been investigated for both stationary and online use. This improves the accessibility of this
technology and makes them available also for smaller users to access their new factory layouts together with
their personal and other expert consultants. The interfacing and initialisation mechanisms to enable their
more effective utilisation within the context of virtual factory planning were investigated. Strong emphasis
was given to effort reduction and minimisation of required expertise to make a wider range of simulation and
assessment tools available for the use by SMEs. Methods were developed to utilise the core factory resource
and layout plans selected and customised to generate simulation models which only need a minimal input
from expert users. Furthermore, this task developed methods and tools to assist the deployment planning of
factories. Lead times, availability, integration effort and constraints will be considered to define the most
appropriate deployment schedule. Training requirements and usability studies will be enabled through the
use of elaborate low lost, semi-immersive 3D interfaces.
The Visionary lightweight viewer and the heavyweight authoring tool to enable investigation of virtual
facility layouts was developed (Figure 8). Updates to the formats it supports include Collada,
Stereolithography (STL), Autodesk DXF and 3ds. This allows data from various sources to be integrated
together into the same virtual environment. The lightweight viewer is now partly configurable external to the
software from simple XML configuration files. Also the display of data to the user in the form of on screen
messages and instructions was updated. The constraints system allows the user to create ball-joint, hinge,
linear and planar constraints. The collision system allows the user to specify types of collision without
greatly impacting on the performance of the system. A simple avatar ( Figure 8) was developed for
representing a human within a virtual environment. It connects to a variety of tracking systems with at least 2
sensors representing the head position and another representing a single hand. The readings from the sensors
are then linked in software to a virtual human in which a simple inverse kinematics solution on the arm/hand
has been implemented. The visual representation of a human avatar within the shared virtual environment
allows other users to see and interact with each other and can be used for real time ergonomics studies.

Figure 8: a) Visionary Render view and VR Tree; b) Avatar in a virtual environment
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A tool for loading and rendering point cloud data was developed. It allows the user to load and render a
simple text file – as produced by the laser scan of a factory – of XYZ coordinates, each with a simple colour
value in the form of 3 number representing red, green and blue colour components. The tool then allows the
scan to be viewed in real-time and in 3D. It enables the user to change how each scanned point it represented
on-screen – simple point, group of pixels at the correct 3D depth and a bill boarded quad drawn to correct
real world size. The tools will load multiple files from the same scan and correctly position the values with
respect to each other. This tool then allows the user to fly around the scene and view the data from any angle.
Visionary Render was then connected into the COPERNICO system by ActiveMQ that is running inside the
ESB. The interconnection of Visionary Render and the 3D layout configurator was made using ActiveMQ
clients in C++. Based on this, the connection was implemented and a data exchange was realised to the 3D
layout configurator by sending XML messages. A methodology was developed for studying, in a virtual
environment, the ergonomics of a work cell in a manufacturing system. The methodology is based on the use
of digital human models and virtual reality techniques in order to simulate, in a virtual environment, human
performances during the execution of assembly operations (Figure 9). The objective is to define the optimum
combination of those geometry features that influence human postures during assembly operation in a work
cell. The methodology illustrates the general benefits of ergonomic assessments, detailed advantages due to
the utilisation of virtual humans. A virtual human is an accurate biomechanical model of a human being.
These models fully mimic human motion to allow an ergonomics (or human-factors) expert to perform
process flow simulations. This study uses an analysis of the Siemens JACK software package to highlight
such software options for applications in the manufacturing industry.

Figure 9: Ergonomics Analysis Methodology

A reverse engineering methodology was developed to create 3D models from scanned point cloud data. Such
a methodology is needed to create 3D models that can be used for efficient 3D visualisation and layout
design. The point cloud was imported into Autodesk AutoCAD Architecture as a reference. This allowed the
cloud to be used as a base from which a CAD mesh could be generated. A series of slices were taken through
the cloud helping to identify the location of key features. Once the key features had been generated, the
cloud was removed leaving the standalone CAD mesh. The final data was exported as a .dwg and viewed in
stereo through Autodesk Navisworks (Figure 10). Navisworks was chosen because it enabled both the mesh
and point cloud to be viewed in stereo simultaneously, allowing the viewer to compare the two data sets. The
resulting mesh can be used for more powerful 3D visualisation.
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Figure 10: Creating of surface models from point cloud
Left: original point cloud of laser scan; Right: solid 3D model of the building

The development of a DES model configuration methodology within Lanner Witness was created for a serial
production line and the simulation data were read from the Web based Requirements Capture Tool, which
configures the Witness model, runs the simulations and presents the simulation results.
The Petri Net Configurator (PNC), an easy to use tool that helps setting up factory recipes and models the
product flow was produced based on the principles of Petri Nets. The program was developed in the Python
programming language. The software allows the modelling and simulation of a linear production line with a
minimum of information input. The PNC initially only considered the equipment to be a limited resource
while omitting the operator and their skills as a limiting factor. Previously a simulated process would work
when enough parts were available to be processed not taking the limited operator resource into account. This
resulted in a reasonable model in terms of the maximum utilisation of the individual machines and processes.
However, to ensure a model more closely linked to reality, operators were taken into account, especially
when considering lead times for production runs which might be extended if operators are not immediately
available to operate equipment despite work in progress being ready. Assembly processes were also included
into the PNC. The previous version was only able to simulate a linear chain of processes not as it normally
happens with the assembly of parts. The PNC was then integrated into the COPERNICO Backbone. The
simulation takes almost a minute to complete, and the results were written into a text file. The ESB polled
the file system for this file and, when it was there, processed the results.
A parametric modelling technology using Rockwell Arena was developed. Two versions of parametric
models were created: the first one permits to drill-down up to operation details, the second one is limited in
the model characterisation up to the work cell level. This simplification was introduced to enhance the data
gathering process and the configurability as a consequence. On the other hand, the model has to foresee the
integration with other tools and the ESB. An Arena “Template” model has been realised ( Figure 11). All the
potential manufacturing system configurations that can be modelled by the combination of parameters and
options are all mapped to describe the data flow coming from an end-user. Every combination of parameter
values and options represents at least one species in the cladistics classification. The data coming from the
user are modelled with their array dependencies (attributes have been assigned by workstation, by product,
by line, by operator, by machine). They have to be filled in in the template auto-generating the configured
model from a blank one. Since the goal of the model is to return statistics to the users and not show the
representation, this evolution of the model from the template was made using SIMAN, the code running
behind Arena. Every manufacturing system that can be simulated is linked to the species in the cladistic
classification system. The configuration process of the parametric model was integrated within the ESB. In
fact, through the ESB the model can be configured appropriately, by altering the “DES Template” once the
user provided the information/parameters required. It has been mapped in detail to how the ESB can feed the
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parametric DES model with the data captured. An executable file has been realised to run the model in a
batch mode via the ESB. A data translator has been implemented that creates input for Arena. This data
translator uses the data gathered by the Requirements Capture Tool, and prepares the input files for Arena,
that can be used to run the simulations. The parametric model was validated by comparing the statistics with
ad-hoc case studies. All these models have been parameterised to understand the flexibility the parametric
model should have and enable end user to run what-ifs with the model building up alternative scenarios.

Figure 11: Parametric DES modelling with Arena

A DES configurator was developed under the Siemens Tecnomatix Plant Simulation software environment.
The configurator is able to automatically create the DES models of various manufacturing systems including
the layout of the system as well as the material flow control. The DES configurator software tool was able to
create the DES models of several sub-species of the following layout species: i) Robot centred cell; ii)
Continuous line; iii) Unidirectional robot line; and, iv) Stop & go line.
The main characteristics of the DES Configurator are as follows. The products to be produced can be defined
on the first tab of the Layout Configurator GUI. The production stations can be configured on the second tab
of the GUI where the user can specify the process timetable and setup time matrix for each product for each
station, from which the elements of the DES model will be automatically parameterised. The layout species
can be selected on the third tab. Each species has some ‘sub-types’ and/or variations and some layout type
specific parameters (such as the workers’ skill matrix that shows which worker can perform activity on
which stations) that can be further selected. Then the DES model can be created.
A software tool was developed that is able to read the layout BOM data exported by the 3D Layout
Configurator or Visionary Render (see above). After reading this XML data, the software tool can create the
same (or very similar) layout of objects within Plant Simulation (e.g. ‘single process’ objects for
workstations, ‘lines’ for conveyors, ‘robots’ for robots) that can be used for further DES modelling. Figure 12
shows an example of the DES model created for the species ‘Stop & go line’. The functions of the DES
configurator presented above were programmed using the internal methods and SimTalk programming
language of Plant Simulation.
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Figure 12: ‘Stop & go line’ layout (3 lines) and the DES Configurator

R&M and LCC analysis methodology and tools was developed to properly customise and tailor R&M
software tools for COPERNICO purposes, especially: i) To enable the management of a components
database in order to define the composition of machine tools/production systems and then study and analyse
their performances in terms of Reliability (MTBF: Mean Time Between Failures), Maintainability (MTTR:
Mean Time To Repair) and Availability (A); ii)To implement an LCC model (a detailed model of LCC of
machines/production equipment was here developed); iii) To enable system Tree Import from external
sources (3D CAD); and, iv) To export tool results to other tools (DES). This involved the following
activities: Development of R&M prediction models tailored to the selected cases to be implemented into
Relex software tool; Analysis and development of interface format for importing 3D CAD BOM (Bill of
Materials) data structure into R&M simulation tools; Development of export data format of R&M
(simulation) output for integration into DES tools; Development of LCC breakdown structure and model
equations to be integrated into R&M tool; Creation of representative 3D CAD models of pressing machines
and associated reliability data; Customisation of Relex results reports accordingly to COPERNICO data
structure; Evaluation of alternative import/export formats and custom COPERNICO data transfer tools; test
of system level analysis including more machines in serial configuration; and, investigation on methodology
to support the life data analysis for repairable system, taking into account wear effects, based on NHPP (nonhomogeneous Poisson process) model. A software tool was developed to receive the R&M and LCC data
form the 3D Layout Configurator. This application sends/receives the data using the ActiveMQ techniques
presented above.
The Web based Deployment Planning Tool was developed that included the following activities:
Development of deployment planning checklist; Development of deployment planning GUI; and
development of deployment planning workflow.
The fourth task worked through full factory planning scenarios testing accessibility, usability and
appropriateness of solutions and data provided. The results from the testing and validation activities have
been used to refine the COPERNICO prototype tools and generate the final user documentation.
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Virtual Factory Environment
Models and methods were developed to enable the convergence of meaning across the whole virtual factory
development cycle. This was achieved through a common high-level language, which acted as the
communication backbone between the tools in the COPERNICO toolbox and also with external expert tools
for more detailed analysis. User requirements were linked to their place in the production cladogram and
associated with process maps and resource requirements, which established a clear set of factory
requirements for the configuration of appropriate solutions.
The first task focussed on the development of the common semantic backbone for COPERNICO; an
ontology-based semantic language for capturing all high level product, process, and equipment requirements
relevant for the planning and testing of new and reconfigured factories. The language enabled the
specification of actual factory solutions including the specific process choices made. Full semantic
relationships between factory requirements and factory solutions were defined. As a result, this language
provided the communication backbone through the COPERNICO system ensuring a common meaning
across all its activities. The language also provided the point of contact with other proprietary models and
languages which are being used by commercially available expert tools. The emphasis is on establishing a
very high level language which does not try to capture all the information required for the detailed planning
of a factory but only the most significant aspects. The concepts and production requirements were formalized
using ontology language, the outcome of this process showed that production requirements can be
conveniently described in the form of cladograms and based on modelling objectives, they can further be
converted to ontologies capable of supporting decision making through the automatic realisation of solutions
based on queries raised within the modelling environment. A description of cladistics and the management of
change was produced in order to understand the current manufacturing classifications in common use. It is
necessary to have a uniform semantic representation of production requirements and their associated
solutions so that a match of requirements with solutions can be made. To achieve this, initial production
requirements (determined by the ‘character state’ of an organization) are represented as production
requirement ontologies as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Formalisation of production requirements with ontology language (Cladogram-ontology creation)

The production requirement ontologies are composed of several ‘concepts’, which are equivalent to the toplevel requirement groupings as described by the cladograms. Concepts are generally used to represent real
world objects and described by attributes, i.e., characters on a cladogram. Instances are further used to
describe real world occurrences of concepts referred to as ‘classes’. To demonstrate the interrelatedness of
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concepts, ‘relations’ are introduced to link different concepts together. Based on the understanding of the
logic and interrelatedness of concepts, rules are created. After the creation of these links, queries can be
generated on specific concepts to derive knowledge related to given domains. Figure 13 shows how
cladograms are converted to ontologies and used to describe factory design production requirements.
The purpose of the second task centred on developing a new model for the formalisation of factory design
recipes and production resource capabilities. The modelling and definition effort during the planning of new
or altered factories can be significantly reduced through the use of predefined layout and configuration
recipes which capture best practice examples and link them to their application context. A generic model for
the formalisation of factory layout recipes has been developed which can be linked to the production
cladogram and the specific production requirements formalised by the COPERNICO language. The factory
recipes capture generic arrangement and production resource information, which can be configured to fit the
specific requirements of each particular factory design case. The effective application of design patterns or
recipes often requires the selection and combination of partial solutions to fulfil the needs of specific user
requirements. The COPERNICO factory recipes have been developed to support hierarchical decomposition
and synthesis of new factory layouts. One of the key aspects of the factory recipe customisation process is
the selection of appropriate production resources such as machines and transportation systems. A resource
capability definition model has been developed which can be used to match existing equipment resources to
specific production requirements. A formalism for the capture of customised factory layouts has been
created, which holds the combined results of the selected factory recipe and the appropriate equipment
resource information. The models developed in this task provide the basis for the requirements driven factory
layout and resource planning tool. Production requirements and their associated solutions need to be
decomposed so that they can be matched. Different types of layouts and how their associated layout
components can be decomposed for customised usage and application were explored. The resource
capability definition model was developed to match existing equipment resources to specific production
requirements. The capability model is process driven and based on the process cladogram, and the layout
components it contained were hierarchically decomposed and interlinked to their parent resource elements.
Although the recipe resource list was not exhaustive, it has formed part of the data set required to populate
the factory recipes library. A methodology for designing factories, an end-to-end factory design
methodology, as shown in Figure 14, was developed.

Figure 14: Integrated Factory Design Methodology
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Three layers are defined in the figure and it comprises a top phase called the factory design process, followed
by two sub layers consisting of a number of techniques and tools. At each design phase, example sets of
modelling techniques and their associated tools are defined. The definition of a factory layout recipe states
that the recipe consists of layout types and their associated production resources with capability to fulfil
production requirements. Factory layout recipes are captured in the production system ontology. These
production system ontologies are interconnected with other concepts in the domain of product and process
ontology. Within the production system model, the equipment concept is used to describe: i) Equipment list
for the recipe library; and, ii) Equipment capability models meeting specific production system requirements.
A hierarchical decomposition scheme was deployed to: i) Allow the hierarchical organisation of resources to
reduce complexity; and, ii) Enable process oriented modularisation of systems/equipment. In the semantic
model, the capabilities of equipment are detailed in their ‘attributes’. Attributes basically describe the
characteristics of specified concepts. Through the ‘relations’ aspect of the ontology, equipment with
specified attributes can be ‘linked’ to specific layouts and other production requirements. Products, processes
and resources need to be matched carefully together with their layout types and modelling tools to generate a
factory layout. The combination of these elements into a rigorous solution, based on systems requirement,
has been described as factory layout recipes (see Figure 15). Thus in the creation of ontologies, the
production system ontologies were connected with other product and process ontologies. Carefully captured
production requirements can be conveniently assigned relevant factory recipes so that solutions can be
generated based on well-defined queries.

Figure 15: Ontology Integration Mechanism

An initial library of factory design recipes was also developed. Existing factory layouts and design rationales
were studied to identify best practice examples and link them to their use context. The resulting best practice
cases were formalised using the factory recipe model developed and stored into a database, which makes
them available for the tools created for the COPERNICO Toolbox. The contextualisation of the factory cases
took place on two levels. On the high level the identified factory recipes were linked to the production
cladogram. On the lower level the factory recipes were decomposed into smaller layout patterns, which were
linked to specific production situation within the factory. This task used existing factory layouts and design
rationales to identify best practice examples, which are then included in the factory recipe model developed.
The use of these real-world good practice recipes demonstrates the formalisation process adopted in the
COPERNICO approach within a COTS Ontology environment (realised as an ObjectLogic file showing the
integrated product-process-resource ontology through OL syntaxes and logics). Some example ‘best’
industrial practices and their use contexts were identified with the view that when a full library of design
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recipes is achieved, production systems requirement for different applications can be mapped onto their
solution sets. This served as the basis for generating a database populated with best industrial practices of
factory layout designs. High and low level recipes were generated. This was necessary because to make good
use of existing knowledge in factory design, there is the need to hierarchically decompose systems’ layouts
(production cladograms) and match them with recipes of processes, resources, products and their associated
modelling tools. Concepts associated with high and low level production cladograms, processes and
equipment in the light of already created ontologies for the toolbox had been identified. The attributes and
relationships between products, processes and equipment were developed and rules were built around them
to allow the flexible interrelatedness of these concepts. In support of factory recipes, the product-processequipment ontology can interrogate several databases of recipe items for effective factory development.
New 3D models of factory components have been created within Visual Components and the database of
component properties were created within Microsoft Access and MySQL (Figure 16). 3D components were
created and were populated into the component library. The following types of components have been
populated: press machines, milling machines, turning machines, grinding machines, wire and sinking electro
discharge machines, rotary indexer tables and stations, conveyor elements, robots, bending machines, cutting
machines, drilling machines, plastic injection machines, and welding workstations, hammers, laser cutting
machines, flame cutting machines, plasma cutting machines, punching machines. The 3D Layout
Configurator and the Resource Selection Tools use the elements of the component library for automatically
building up the 3D models of factory layouts. The data exchange options that could be implemented in the
Petri Net Configurator, developed based on CSV, was implemented and tested. Recipes have been integrated
into the PNC. An ESB application was implemented that provides services to the client tools for the
cladogram data access, modelling tool data access, and the user handling.

Figure 16: COPERNICO Component Library: 3D models and database of component properties

The fourth task was responsible for creating the COPERNICO virtual factory environment core. The core
enables the visualisation and testing of virtual factory designs developed through the COPERNICO systems.
Automatic translators were developed which generate the virtual factory model based on the factory recipes
and selected equipment resources. The model includes mechanisms to express the static and dynamic
behaviour of all components within the factory to enable more detailed analysis and simulation of the
factory. Existing or planned factory building constraints like building grid, available services, ceiling heights,
lighting, etc. were considered and integrated into the virtual factory model. The virtual factory environment
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was built using commercial of the shelf models and tools where appropriate. These were linked to web-based
and local visualisation and manipulation mechanisms, which do not require full immersive systems to be
effectively used. While the use of immersive VR systems is not being restricted, the focus was on lower end
visualisation techniques to ensure the widest possible use of the COPERNICO virtual factory environment.
Generic resource datasets have been populated into the MySQL databases. The information derived has been
used to generate the virtual environment. The work has looked at the methods and techniques used to convert
from two factory layout tools, Visual Component and Witness, into the Visionary Render virtual
environment. It examines the source data from each tool and documents how the translation happens.
Automatic translators were developed with the aim of demonstrating how we can take a factory layout and a
library of components from Visual Components and translate that into Visionary Render and vice versa so it
can be an interactive real-time 3D environment which can be displayed in stereo view.
A prototype CAD data translator was developed for Siemens JT files to Visionary Render format. It allows
.jt files (per part, fully shattered and monolithic style) to be converted into the .vrtText format. It uses the
JTOpen API supplied by Siemens to load the JT files and traverse the data structures. It maintains visual
attributes, product structure and product manufacturing information when stored as metadata. This data can
then be loaded in Visionary Render along with simple avatar and be viewed within a shared virtual
environment. Add-ons to Visual Components were developed to form the COPERNICO Virtual Factory
Environment. Three tools have been developed for 3D analysis: a collision elimination tool, a robot
programming tool and a point cloud import tool. Initial static and dynamic behaviour of the virtual factory
model was investigated. These activities resulted in the Virtual Factory Environment Model and Generator.
This fifth task provided the mechanisms required for the virtual diagnostics of proposed factory designs.
New open interfacing and visualisation mechanisms were developed to allow the use of a wide range of
different third party expert tools for the analysis, evaluation, and validation of proposed factory designs. In
the COPERNICO system, the tools which are used to evaluate and assess factory designs depend on the
specific requirements of the user (SME) and are proposed by the diagnostic tools. This means that a wide
range of different third party tools need to be able to dynamically interface with the COPERNICO virtual
factory environment. New interfaces and visualisation mechanisms were required to enable the seamless
deployment of those tools within the COPERNICO system. The point of interaction is the core virtual
factory environment which gives the user one interfacing mechanism that exposes the functionality of
different third party tools. This dramatically improves the learning curve and required level of expertise for
the end user. Furthermore, the help of expert users may be required to achieve certain modelling and
evaluation tasks during the design or redesign of a factory. Methods for information sharing and dynamic
interaction between users are used to enable cooperative design during factory planning in the virtual world.
The mechanisms for selecting expert tools were investigated. New open interfacing and visualization
mechanisms were developed to allow the use of a wide range of different third party expert tools for the
analysis, evaluation and validation of proposed factory designs. In particular it supports the functionalities of
the Virtual Factory Diagnostics which is intended to evaluate factory designs that are proposed. The analysis
of software products which are available on the market, shows a number of tools designed. The expert third
party tools matched the requirements of prospective customers with the tools identified for the Modelling
Tool Recommendation Tool. By applying selection criteria the number of expert tools could be reduced
significantly. An overview of the expert tools utilised and the enhancements and add-ons developed by the
consortium during the project was given. The products covered were: Visual components 3D Create; Lanner
Witness; Siemens Plant Simulation; Virtalis Visionary Render; and the Petri Net Configurator.
The mechanisms for the selection of expert tools and mechanisms to allow the use of a wide range of
different third party expert tools for the analysis, evaluation and validation of proposed factory designs were
developed. A web based GUI prototype (speed read part of the diagnosis) to test the interaction of the end
user with the virtual factory using the full COPERNICO integration path. This included asynchronous web
services for the retrieval and storage of data from the ESB. Therefore a standardized XML format was used
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which allowed transferring any number of questions and answers for the successive definition of the virtual
factory environment. Furthermore, a generic interoperability and interfacing methods were developed for the
COPERNICO software system. Definition of general data flows and interaction sequences for the integration
of 3rd party tools into the system were developed using standard UML (Unified Modelling Language)
diagrams and notations. The definition and explanation of the main data and message sequence for the three
main phases: i) configuration; ii) execution; and, iii) presentation. This includes the direct interaction of the
end user with the web based GUI.
The interface to Visual Components from the Visionary Render lightweight viewer was developed. The
development looked at taking an XML file and 3ds or DXF of the static objects. The interface can convert
some simple parametric conveyor objects into Visionary Render using a “kit of parts” to create it. The
lightweight Visionary Render viewer loads these files and renders them on screen. The lightweight viewer
can then display object attributes such as name, type, position and orientation. The next stage of development
was to load the XML file. This involved integration a CMS API within the viewer. The viewer then allows
the user to do some edits to the scene, position and orientation changes, and re-save that back to the XML or
the ESB via the CMS API. These tools were refined to ensure the development of suitable interoperable
mechanisms within the project time frame. This led to the interoperable mechanism for expert tools. The
same XML file is used to exchange data between Visual Components and Plant Simulation. And a similar
mechanism is used to exchange data between Visual Components and Relex.

Web-Based Diagnostic Tool
The web-based diagnostic tool dealt with the interaction of end-users with relevant parts of the COPERNICO
software system and informs and attracts end users to get into closer interaction with the methods and people
behind COPERNICO. Any people currently: i) Facing problems in the domain of factory planning or
operation; ii) Plan to work in this field; iii) Want to get a broad overview about tools available in this area;
and/or, iv) Looking for consultancy in a certain topic is targeted with this tool. In addition, end users are
guided through a high level factory planning process according to their respective business case. Depending
on these cases end users can even define relevant parts of their virtual factory and do outline simulations.
The objectives were:
1. Establish a web based interaction portal with the aim of ease of use and effectiveness. The companies do
not have to hire and train people for being able to use related tools in the first place. Input methods have
been developed which are intuitive to be used. In all stages of the web application the user is shown the
next actions he can do. Additionally where useful and possible a colour-coded system gives
recommendations on these next actions.
2. Access to methods and tools, which commonly require expensive licences, are offered to end users based
on new business models. A web based GUI interactively interrogates required data for an analysis from
the end user. The complex tools used in the backbone are not directly visible to the end user reducing
time and effort. This interrogation approach was developed as a flexible framework, which can be
configured to the requirements of the modelling or simulation tool that is to be used.
3. To overcome the limitation of tools that exceed the capabilities of web based input methodologies, a
remote sharing technology was developed and integrated into the COPERNICO platform using latest
technologies. End users can use such standard desktop tools by interacting with their typical browser
application only without having to leave the COPERNICO environment. No installation of any plugin or
application is needed.
4. To support end users in analysing their business case a diagnostics module was developed. A framework
for automated parameter variations for simulation configurations can be used to find parameter
influences based on uncertainty in end user data. This framework can be extended and connected to a
Design Of Experiment Software to allow sophisticated sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, and for more
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complex scenarios, the costs for consultancy offered by COPERNICO consortium partners can be
calculated based on the input data of end users.
In the first task the workflow architecture for business case diagnostics tool and the overall architecture for
the web-based framework was defined. Functional and non-functional requirements were collected, user
driven use cases were defined and general data flow sequences were identified. From this a number of web
application frontend sites were derived, which are the base for the business diagnostics tool and are designed
and implemented in the following tasks. A Windows Server environment was set up running an application
and web server as well as the COPERNICO backbone. A MySQL database server is used by the Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB). For security reasons an official SSL Server certificate was acquired and installed. By this
end user data is encrypted and transferred on a secure connection and generates a higher level of trust and
will to enter data on a web based frontend. In addition to that the prototype base Java classes were refactored
to the Model View Controller (MVP) approach. This state of the art approach is suitable for the steady
growing size of the web application. New technologies were introduced and demonstrated such as Apache
Camel serving as a workflow engine on the backend site. A basic end-user workflow was developed for the
Diagnostics suite of tools. This structured the options and directions the end users could take whether they
are considering their current or new manufacturing system (and its associated varieties) and current or new
products; whether the end-user decided to follow on with a detailed profiling exercise, or to explore
manufacturing features and their associated manufacturing systems/species, or to identify common industrial
problems. Depending on the detailed profile of their current manufacturing system the COPERNICO system
automatically derived recommendations for improvement of production performance. End users may also get
a comparison of main characteristics of their current and planned manufacturing system to quickly identify
key challenges. Once approved or amended the list of improvement factors (KPIs – Key Performance
Indicators) ,the end user is presented a list of tools and consultancy option tailored to the specific KPIs and
manufacturing system. An extensive modelling tool browser enables end users in investigating suitable
commercial of the shelf tools as well as free ones. On the web application backend site base classes were
developed which are capable to build the foundation of a virtual factory model. These classes were designed
using the requirements specified by COPERNICO analysis and simulation tool developers and end users.
The second task aimed to provide mechanisms to efficiently interrogate required data from end users.
Therefore a set of data specification technologies were developed which serve designated interrogation tasks.
In accordance with the overall COPERNICO objectives these technologies shall provide access to also nonexperienced and non-professional end users. This strengthens the requirement to develop easy to use
interfaces that are descriptive and specific to the end users business case. Due to the continuous
improvements in the project and the open-for-extensions ESB the data specification technologies were
designed to be flexible in use. From the requirements, use cases and web application sites, what kind (type)
of data needs to be entered by end users into the system to do an outline simulation was deduced. The data
specifications (templates) for the various COPERNICO tools were defined in the light of the requirements
engineering. From the prototype implementations of the cladistics tool, a reusable library of components was
built focusing flexibility in style and type of data they are used for. Furthermore, a schema (XSD) was
developed, which can be used by any modelling or simulation tool to define a GUI via XML. This
specification can comprehend what type and format of data needs to be gathered from the end user.
In addition to that, a database schema for the handling of end users data and interrogation answers was
developed and afterwards implemented, including respective ESB services. A web based GUI for the
management of end users data was also set up. Finally a configurable workflow system infrastructure was
developed which is able to guide the user through a business process. It can be used by any site of the web
application showing next steps to the end user. A central user management was implemented for the
COPERNICO system. On the web application side Apache Spring Security is used in conjunction with the
COPERNICO ESB for authentication and authorization. For the definition of the virtual model for
simulation use an intuitive, graphical approach was developed. User interactions that are well known to end
user from standard desktop applications such as drag and drop or copy and paste have been implemented in
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the web environment for the interrogation process. Aim is to enable end users to rapidly achieve preliminary
results. The data input follows a specific pattern for each simulation tool that can be used. Despite these
differences in the amount of data the underlying data model is generalized and common to all tools. This
ensures homogenous wording throughout the virtual model configuration as well as the possibility of data reuse. A quick and simple production line configuration for PetriNets may create aggregated high level results.
The same configuration can be re-used and enriched with a greater extend of detailed specifications for a
more in-depth analysis.
The third task provided a framework for the representation and visualization of results generated by the
COPERNICO software tools. Even though a very heterogeneous software landscape is in use in
COPERNICO the end user is given a homogenous access and look to the results. Therefore a library of
methods for result presentation needed to be developed. A specification on how results can be used by the
software tools needed to be defined. In a first step, the representation methods that can be applied in a web
application were evaluated. Therefore existing charting, textual and tabular libraries were identified and
rated. Afterwards a schema (XSD) was developed which allows software users to specify which result data
shall be represented in which way. For example, a discrete event simulation could define via a XML that the
representation of machine utilization shall be given as a line chart to the end user. A new set of visualization
and representation classes were developed as well (e.g. HTML, tables, image galleries, charts such as line,
bar, stacked bar, radar). These classes care for the dynamic creation of the web GUI based on the
specification given by the software user. They are highly configurable in type and appearance. Examples are
titles, axis names, axis ranges, colors etc. These developments are in place in multiple sections of the web
application within the COPERNICO environment, e.g. with the Cladistics results or simulation result
presentation. Finally a PDF creator was written to enable end users to get a copy of the results anytime.

Figure 17: GUI Elements for the PNC

In the fourth task, a method enabling the end user to be given feedback based on the amount and quality of
data he gave into the system was developed and implemented. This data is correlated with the outcome of the
COPERNICO software tools. In such a way, recommendations on how to continue are given to the end user.
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A framework, which allows for creating simulation configurations and links them automatically, was
developed. Therefore the structure of the simulation configuration sets has been changed to allow a “parent”
configuration to be the “main” scenario. “Sub” configurations can be linked to this main one. In the current
implementation of the COPERNICO Web GUI, an end user is able to state a level of uncertainty when
configuring a Petri Nets configuration. This is possible when the end-user defines the processing time of a
machine, where he is not exactly sure about the machine specification or wants to investigate on the
influence of this parameter. Depending on the level of uncertainty (at the moment “a bit unsure”, “not sure at
all”) the new system takes the process time as a basis (“main”) configuration. Additionally it automatically
creates two more configurations varying this parameter to a certain extent. When the end user triggers a
simulation execution the scenarios created automatically are executed as well. For the end user no extra
actions are required. After the simulation runs the framework automatically stores the result in the database
and links them. The end user can investigate the results by the adjusted results GUI. Therefore, a method,
which combines the results of the “main” and the derived scenarios automatically and represents it on the
GUI, was developed and implemented. The overall framework is designed in such a way that it allows
changing the creation and aggregation of scenarios easily. So sophisticated approaches for the Design Of
Experiments (DOE) can be implemented or even connected with reasonable effort.. Another assessment of
end user data is provided during the diagnostics step of the COPERNICO framework. End users may
diagnose their current manufacturing system rapidly by using speed-read technology developed in WP1. If
they provide additional information on their system the COPERNICO assessment component can derive and
suggest areas where production improvements can be achieved. Therefore the ideal textbook standard of a
particular manufacturing system is related to the profile specified by the end user. Furthermore the end user
can get a comparison of the characteristics of his current manufacturing system with the planned one. This
highlights main areas of interest that need to be addressed during a change process. A final assessment
component covers tools, methods and consultancy options an end user can undertake to proceed after the
diagnostics. Taking into consideration the manufacturing system of an end user, related modelling tools as
well as main areas of improvement fields, the COPERNICO framework suggests tools, models or
COPERNICO consultancy experts. Despite that a capability grouped modelling tool browser allows the
general investigation of commercial of the shelf and free software packages on the market.
In the fifth task, commercial of the shelf tools that require complex user interactions which exceed the
capabilities of a web application were addressed. Technologies that are able to show desktop applications
user interfaces embedded into the web application were investigated.. Furthermore new business models of
how these services may be offered to customers were researched. Their applicability for the COPERNICO
system was evaluated. Integration scenarios were researched focusing authentication, authorization and data
management in the context of the existing COPERNICO system. A new streaming server (with certificate)
was set up on the existing COPERNICO Windows Server system. In a demonstration scenario the
manufacturing system configurator desktop application developed by BME can be used within the
COPERNICO web application site. End users do not have to leave the browser environment or install any
plugin/software. In case an end user has used the diagnostics section of the COPERNICO system before the
manufacturing system configurator is automatically setup with the correct manufacturing system already.
The final task validated the achievements against the end user scenarios of COPERNICO. Test cases were
derived and executed. In conjunction with the results these are put as examples on the web site to further
attract potential customers. COPERNICO’s industrial end users provided direct feedback on their
experiences. This additionally affected the definition of the business cases that serve as the validation basis
for this task. This assisted the business case diagnostic tool development, ensuring that the diagnostic tool is
customer centric, is of direct benefit to the customer and ensuring that the business demand case is properly
met. To achieve this, COPERNICO’s industrial end users have acted as potential customers of the tool
supplying data specifications with a view to sending the results and assessments to the consultancy teams.
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Case Study Evaluation
The COPERNICO system and toolbox has been demonstrated, evaluated and disseminated using three
industrial showcase studies. The full showcase studies were carried out in two SMEs, Footprint Sheffield and
Temco, and one large company, Electrolux, in order to apply and demonstrate the application of techniques
for a range of companies. The case studies used the cladogram to determine the current state of the
organisation using ‘character states’. This part of the study is known as the ‘As Is Cladogram’. The
company’s trajectory between the ‘As is’ (current state) and ‘To be’ (future state) positions on the cladogram
have been marked and plotted detailing how the company progressed between these two states. This path
demonstrated the ‘character states’ that needed to be removed, modified and added. In this case certain
‘character states’ have been linked to modelling tools and have been used to identify tools that need to be
used/changed/employed to accurately progress to the ‘To be’ position. After COPERNICO determined the
trajectory, a model of the virtual factory was produced detailing the specification of all processes, systems
and resources required. Using COPERNICO’s diagnostic tool each company was analysed. This tool
identified the character states and the position of the company on the Cladogram. This task analyses the
current state of the company with regards to the manufacturing model, taking into account the inventory
control, workshop layout, machine modelling, inventory modelling, and layout analysis.

Footprint Sheffield Case Study
Footprint Sheffield, after registration, began with the diagnostics tools to identify their current manufacturing
system and compared their features with the textbook ideal (see Figure 18). Footprint Sheffield also explored
the modelling tools that were particularly suited to their manufacturing system and decided to purchase one
in particular. They then indicated common industrial problems with which they were interested in which led
to COPERNICO recommending a suite of tools and a particular sequence through the COPERNICO
experience. Footprint Sheffield first designed their AS-IS layout after uploaded several of their own CAD
models of their machines and selected others to model (see Figure 19). Once they were happy with the current
layout they simulated, after entering the necessary data through the Requirements Capture Tool, using firstly
the PetriNet configurator for a rapid analysis, then using the Witness configurator for more detailed analyses.

Figure 18: Manufacturing System Result Page: Name, description and opportunity to change features
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Figure 19: Laser scan /AutoCAD with original machines in place

After identifying a number of improvements they could (and did) make, they then decided to explore the
possibility of a robot material handling system for one of their cells. They again proceeded through the
diagnostics for their future or planned new system, which highlighted what that manufacturing system
required. They again indicated the industrial problems they were interested in with COPERNICO again
recommending a suite of tools and a process through COPERNICO beginning again with layout design.
After experimenting with a series of different layouts they decided on one and investigated the process flow
with Plant Simulation. They then utilised the visualisation tool to better appreciate the spatial constraints to
make minor modifications. Footprint Sheffield’s final step was to record progress with the deployment
planning tool. Overall Footprint Sheffield will have potentially gained an estimated increase in productivity
of some 500 hours per annum through the reduction in travel time, improvements to the computer software
and the alteration to the wedge drilling. A further significant and on-going benefit has been the time saving,
increased operational efficiency and better data capture for further analysis provided by the implementation
of the Bill of Materials software which is fully integrated with the financial software used in the company. In
time alone it is saving one member of staff some three to four hours a week of data inputting which in a
small company is a wasted resource when it can be done at the press of a button.

Electrolux Case Study
Similarly, Electrolux began with the diagnostics tools to identify their current manufacturing system and
compared their features with the textbook ideal. Electrolux users also explored the modelling tools that were
particularly suited to their manufacturing system. They then indicated common industrial problems with
which they were interested in and which led to COPERNICO recommending a suite of tools and a particular
sequence through the COPERNICO experience. Electrolux decided to carry out two different simulations;
the first with Arena to investigate assembly line functioning and material replenishment strategies (see Figure
20); the second to explore and optimise the planned washing machine batch sequencing in relation to the
availability of workers. For the first exercise, they input the necessary data using COPERNICO’s
Requirement Capture Tool. For the second, they follow the consultancy route, but make use of the DES
configurator. Electrolux’s final step was to complete the deployment planning tool.
The aim was focused on the assessment and quantification, from the end user perspective, of the potential
benefits that the COPERNICO platform is capable of offering in relation to the different situation and
problems. This evaluation was conducted after several interactions of the Electrolux users with the GUI and
the data entry system, the access to functionalities of tool related to diagnostics, the requirements capture,
resource selection, layout design, simulation and analysis and deployment planning. In particular, the
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simulation and analysis have been identified as the most appropriate platform functionalities/tools to suggest
solutions for the proposed Electrolux scenario criticalities and specifically by the application of DES tools
methodology (Arena and Plant Simulation). The COPERNICO project has demonstrated that the simulation
approach and the use of IT tools must be a future methodology and procedure to be adopted within
Electrolux manufacturing systems. The new technologies have to take into account, for their utilization,
aspect as simplicity, user friendliness, flexibility and easy SW integration.

Figure 20. ELUX parametric DES environment

Temco Case Study
Again Temco began with the diagnostics tools to identify their current manufacturing system and compared
their features with the textbook ideal. Temco also explored the modelling tools that were particularly suited
to their manufacturing system. They then indicated common industrial problems with which they were
interested in which led to COPERNICO recommending a suite of tools and a particular sequence through the
COPERNICO experience. Temco first simulated their manufacturing system, after entering all the relevant
data through the Requirements Capture Tool and experimented with several scenarios. At this stage Temco
also were interested in the reliability, maintainability and life cycle costing of their machines and performed
a suitable analysis. Once happy with a particular scenario, Temco went on to design their layout with a view
to introducing a robot for material handling (see Figure 21). For this they engaged the Diagnostics once again
for their future or planned new system, which highlighted what that manufacturing system required. They
again indicated the industrial problems they were interested in with COPERNICO again recommending a
suite of tools and a process through COPERNICO beginning again with layout design. Once happy with this
they utilised the visualisation tool to better appreciate the spatial constraints and making minor
modifications. Temco’s final step was to record progress and future implementation plans with the
deployment planning tool. The Showcase selected by Temco is used to demonstrate how the COPERNICO
platform can guide a potential user to the problem definition and to the identification of available SW tools
to model the involved critical manufacturing processes trying to propose adequate solutions. The chapter has
introduced the Temco problem description, the industrial requirements and the expected benefits that the
organisation has gained on the processes that were analysed. These evaluations have passes through
functionalities and data capture systems including the COPERNICO Diagnostics, the Requirements Capture,
Simulation and Analysis, Resource Selection, Layout Design, Visualisation and Deployment Planning.
As a result of their involvement in COPERNICO, Temco have moved the production of six back to Europe
from the Far East, leading to increased productivity and quality and reduced costs.
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Figure 21: Running the automatically created robot program (robot can reach the press machines)

Rolls-Royce Case Study
Rolls-Royce used COPERNICO to help plan a new factory by combining different kinds of simulation to
create an evolving virtual model. When manufacturing large, complex part, moving these around the factory
can take up to a fifth of the manufacturing lead-time. The size of the parts means that they present
significant health and safety risks, and often other work has to stop while they're being lifted and moved.
These movements can be modelled using discrete event simulation (DES), but the results can be hard to
interpret. Rolls-Royce used COPERNICO to combine the DES data with a virtual model of the factory in a
fully immersive environment which evolves over time (see Figure 22). Assembly sequences were modelled
for each component part, then combined to form a model of the complete factory cycle over many months.
The complete simulation can be displayed using Visionary Render.

Figure 22: Visualisation of a DES model
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Assessing the impact of the COPERNICO Project
To assess the impact of the COPERNICO project an excel model was developed. This model was designed
to assess the socio-economic impact of the study. It is possible to use the model for a range of COPERNICO
exploitable results so to illustrate the use of the model, it was applied to the Footprint Sheffield case-study.
In the socio-economic model, the value of the services used were assessed and compared to the potential
gains. The key performance indicator (KPI) adopted for the model was the payback period. Such an indicator
allowed partners to consider the economic impact of the COPERNICO results. The social impact of the
project was harder to define due to the inherent subjectivity. However, key social aspects of job quality,
improvements in skill levels and better job security were all considered. The socio-economic model
developed for the COPERNICO project is illustrated in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Economic model and social impact evaluation
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The socio-economic impact model shown in Figure 23 is outlined in more detail in Figure 24.

Figure 24: (Socio-) Economic model explained
Figure 24 shows how the model is broken up onto different sections in an attempt to look at the economic

impact of the COPERNICO project. Tools used are weighed up against the associated costs and benefits.
This information helps inform a process calculation to assess the impact of the COPERNICO approach. The
final section of the tool calculates the payback period for the parts produced per annum.

Economic Impact
The model outlined above was applied to the Footprint Sheffield case-study and suggests that the cost for the
targeted operations (hook milling/drilling) were reduced by 38%. This improvement results in a cost saving
of £0.13 per component. The cost for purchasing a second hand CNC machine results in a payback period, at
current production levels, of approximately 2 years. If due to the increased capacity more units can be sold
the payback period is reduced and a one-year payback is feasible if production is doubled. In addition, the
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COPERNICO platform has been used to assess a variety of other improvement opportunities such as
relocating the shot blast machine and improving the layout process by developing a variety of new methods.
After re-locating the shot blast, the distance was reduced by 115 metres. The best result was with bolster
production, which had an overall distance travelled reduction of 48%. The distance travelled during hacking
knife production also reduced by 26%. These distances have an important effect on production. For example,
it may take an employee five minutes to travel to and from the shot blasting machine (including loading),
now it only takes between one minute and thirty seconds depending on the product. This reduction in travel
time means Footprint Sheffield have increased the potential for production. On average, Footprint Sheffield
employees will use the shot blast machine 4 times per day, which means Footprint Sheffield has gained 16
minutes production time per day. Over the course of one week, 64 minutes extra production time was gained
and, over a year, around 55 hours.
With regard to improving the layout process at Footprint Sheffield the hard figures are more difficult to
quantify. The original layout process involved life size flat cardboard cut-outs that were moved across the
shop floor in order to assess future layouts as well as improve existing cells. There are a number of problems
with this method such as the difficulty of having enough free space to conduct the layout properly. This
means the cardboard cut-outs can’t actually be placed in the correct position. It has also been found that
working with flat 2 dimensional patterns can ask too much of people who often cannot assess the 3D impact
such as protrusions (panels, flywheels) that are above floor level in the asses structure of more than one
shape. COPERNICO has provided two possible solutions; one was a solution completely in the virtual
domain where the 3D models of equipment have been placed in the scanned environment and the layout has
been assessed on a computer or a virtual immersive screen. While this high tech solution has the benefit of
allowing fully immersive walkthroughs, the cost implication for most SME’s is too high. The equipment can
easily cost around £50 -£100k. Especially for SME’s an affordable solution has been developed. Footprint
Sheffield were trained to create 3D CAD models of their equipment. These models have been reduced in
scale and have been printed with a 3D printer. The resulting models can now be arranged in a desktop
exercise and layouts can be discussed with the widest possible input from all skill levels without further
training or complex/expensive hardware. With both methods, layouts can be developed without interrupting
production or moving any equipment. However, the initial costs of creating a virtual 3D environment,
purchasing the necessary hardware or constructing 3D CAD models are far in excess of making and
assessing cardboard cut-outs. It is important to note that although it is difficult to quantify, the quality of the
layouts is vastly improved resulting in on-going process improvement benefits being accumulated.

Social impact
The social impact is inherently more difficult to quantify but potential social impacts were considered. Social
improvements range from improved skills which will enable some employees to take on more demanding
roles such as CAD drawing or CNC programming. The enhanced capabilities of the individual will make the
company more productive as well as allow the broadening of the product range and thus result in increased
job security.
However, every change also means overcoming difficulties. This is even more of a challenge in traditional
manufacturing SME’s where individuals have carried out the same tasks for a long time. This often leads to a
fear of the unknown and resistance to change. This is particularly pertinent for the case of new technology as
embraced by COPERNICO. Adapting to such new technologies can move people out of their comfort zone.
In order to implement an economic change whilst maximizing the economic benefits of new technology, it
must be built on the experience of a skilled workforce. The key challenge is therefore in convincing the
workforce to not only participate in change but to lead this change. A very open change management,
incorporating the workforce and benefitting from their experience, is the only way to achieve this.
For Temco, the discovery that their manufacturing system was non-typical for its type, and that each
deviation from best practice incurred a cost, let to them re-evaluating their business processes. As an SME,
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without the resources to fully model their business, the reasons for low efficiency and loss of capacity had
not been clear. By evaluating their company against others in the same area, they realised that issues with
costs and quality were at the supplier end, and that they could significantly improve effectiveness and lower
transport costs by bringing these processes back in-house. Outsourcing had previously been seen as
attractive as the Far East traditionally has a low-cost labour economy. By outsourcing production, the costs
and profits are clear and production issues are someone else’s problem. Production can be increased without
increasing investment and there is less material to handle and track within the home factory, reducing costs
further.
However, there are downsides to outsourcing. As well as parts, Temco imported the supplier’s inefficiencies
and poor quality. Because production was in someone else’s hands, it was not possible to make any
efficiency improvements. They also had to pay transport costs to move parts to the EU. Using Copernico
allowed them to assess the benefits of bringing parts back in-house and resulted in the production of six parts
being moved back to Europe. Temco are planning to use COPERNICO to evaluate all aspects of their
business because it is easy to use and has many free, powerful tools.
In the case of Footprint Sheffield, the workforce was made aware of the changes developed through the
COPERNICO project and they have been offered training. This training was very well received, enabling
them to actively participate in the changes. The economic changes that followed have become ‘their’
changes and have led to a sense of pride and ownership. Ownership, involvement, up-skilling and
multiskilling of the workforce are as important as improving salaries when managing change in a business.
Thus change in a business, in order to succeed must always be a socio-economic change.
The Footprint Sheffield case-study demonstrates the potential impact of the COPERNICO project. Some of
these aspects are difficult to quantify but from Footprint Sheffield it is clear to see how strong the social and
economic impacts can be.

Application of the COPERNICO platform to a wider SME base
The application of the tools developed under COPERNICO and tested in the Footprint Sheffield Showcase
are also applicable to a wider audience as the areas targeted are common amongst the majority of SME’s.
Issues such as improving productivity through a structured approach, starting with a scientific assessment of
the current situation (cladistics), the modelling of current and future states of production and the advanced
layout planning tools, all offer an integrated platform hitherto unknown in its functionality.
The combination of simple free to use and more complex engineering tools together with the tailored
consultancy offered, make the COPERNICO platform an ideal tool to implement change in an SME
engineering environment.

Exploitable results
An initial exploitation strategy seminar was conducted early on in the COPERNICO project. During the
exploitation strategy seminar, project consortium members learnt about the importance of exploitation,
consideration of intellectual property rights (IPR) and risk identification and mitigation/management. All
partners found the initial seminar particularly useful and a list of potentially exploitable results were
developed and discussed. Since this initial meeting, partners have held regular exploitation strategy seminars
to refresh partner knowledge on IPR and risk management as well as revising and discussing developments
with exploitable results. In particular, the subsequent exploitation strategy seminars have dedicated a large
proportion of time to the discussion of partner input of background, foreground, use of results as well as
making or licensing the results. Further discussion of potential risks were also outlined with a focus on any
new risks that may have been recently identified. Regular discussions of IPR and potential risks ensured that
the project consortium remained engaged with the exploitation process and any potential areas of conflict
(particularly surrounding IPR) could be discussed as they occurred in a neutral environment face-to-face.
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These discussions were particularly fruitful and pertinent due to the large amount of collaboration across
partners in developing the exploitable results. With many partners providing background and foreground
knowledge in the development of the results, there were a lot of IPR discussions and scenarios that needed to
be discussed and agreed.
After the initial exploitation strategy seminar a plan for the use and dissemination of the foreground (PUDF)
was developed. This document reported the list of exploitable results, including partner contributions and the
potential impact of each result. Considering partner contributions to each potentially exploitable result,
allowed the consortium to discuss and document intellectual property rights. A risk matrix was also
developed to enable project partners to consider potentially high-risk elements that needed to be noted and
discussed further. The PUDF developed at this early stage was considered a working document. At each
quarterly project meeting this document was discussed as part of an exploitation strategy seminar refresher.
Following each meeting, the PUDF was updated to include any revisions and amendments that arose during
the meeting discussions. A final version of the PUDF was developed at the end of the project. The following
tables outline key dissemination activities that have been conducted during the COPERNICO project.
Furthermore, a list of key exploitable results is outlined in section B. More information concerning each
result and its potential impact can be found in the final PUDF.
N
o
1

Exploitable Results
Lightweight distributable stereo 3D viewer

2

Development of Requirements engineering based resource selection. Factory resource planning
based on key requirement characteristics, results from layout design modules and simulation
analysis, and supported by deployment planning.

3

Improved human modelling for ergonomic analyses of immersed Visionary Render users
(previously Ergonomics Module).
Common Interface with existing factory planning tools – for SMEs, web-based interface for
factory planning tools (plant simulation, visual components), middleware is ESB

4

5

Rapporteur
VIRT
UNOTT

VIRT
GAMAX

Cladistics-based high level product process system ontology for factory design – tool/language to
support cladistics methodology to support decision-making in factory design. Manufacturing
expert system.
Value added application of discrete event tools for SMEs – linked to previous result, but could be
exploited on its own.

UNOTT

7

Integrated 2D and 3D layout design methods and software tools – the 3D layout configurators for
automatic creation and evaluation of 3D layout models (not Web-based), lightweight/heavyweight,
and linked to DES, to component library, to cladistics; Web-based 2D conveyor configurator.

BME

8

Factory components library.

BME

9

Software modules for result presentation of customers’ investigations based on interactive web
technology. Giving multiple “non-experts” access to results via standard browsers simultaneously.
Technology for web based sharing of COTS for establishment of new business models.

FIPA

10

Interactive, web-based training material – distance learning, focused on industry, embedded in
MSc / BSc courses, offered in Open University Mode for professionals (creates market
opportunity).
Parametric modeling of DES tools for a flexible configuration of manufacturing cells and lines

TEKS

6

11

RRUK

DIMIUNIBS
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12

LDA (Life Data Analysis), R&M (reliability and maintainability) and LCC (Life Cycle Cost)
virtual modeling integration - A working environment / methodology customized for
maintainability and reliability of machineries

CESI

13

Petrinet tool

TEKS

14

JT translater to Visionary Render

VIRT

15

Diagnostics tool (cladistics and modelling tools recommendation tool)

USFD

16

Android Cladistics/Diagnostics Mobile Application

USFD

17

Off line integrated DES modelling methods, software tools for the creation and optimisation of
DES models (not Web-based), heavyweight, linked to 3D layout design tools, to component
library, to cladistics.

BME

18

COPERNICO scale models for the layout of factories

FPTSHEF
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